RESOLUTION 3.1

CLOSURE OF THE REGISTER OF INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

Recalling Resolution 1.5 on the establishment of a register of international projects, which sought to record those projects where Parties, Range States and other partners were working collaboratively to help take forward the objectives of the Agreement,

Noting that until now the rate of submission of projects for inclusion in the register has been very low,

Aware that in the light of the large number of projects in the Agreement area with very dynamic timetables keeping the register up to date status is a prohibitively complicated task,

Further aware that the register is largely out of date and has not fulfilled its intended purpose,

Noting the recommendation of the Technical Committee from its 6th meeting to close the register of international projects,

Further noting that the online national report format, which is being proposed for development, will entirely replace the functions of the register.

The Meeting of the Parties:

Decides to close the register of international projects.